THE GOOD STUFF
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The Hot Shoe from Puma
Puma has improved on its ignite spikeless line with its
new nxt disc shoe. The disc Closure System provides a
quick and precise fit with a simple twist. The Pro-Form tpu
outsole and advanced traction pattern provides superior
stability and comfort. The upper is a flat-knit waterproof
mesh vamp with pwrframe reinforcement.
$119.99

Titleist’s Got a Brand New Bag
The new Players 4 stand bag is everything you’d
expect from a Titleist bag. The high-grade aluminum
legs and advanced hinged bottom provide stability
and durability. Dual density foam straps (which
are also convertible) give you ultimate comfort for
walking 18 holes. Weighing in at only 4.3 pounds,
this bag is lightweight without sacrificing storage.
$224.99

Bridgestone is on Track
We admit the commercials with Tiger Woods
and Bryson DeChambeau are hilarious, but the
new e12 line from Bridgestone is no joke. The
e12 Soft is built for swing speeds under 105
mph (available in white, green, red, and yellow)
while the e12 Speed is for swing speeds over
105 mph (white only). Both models feature Active
Acceleration Mantle, creating increased thrust
and ball velocity.
$29.99 dozen

Cart of the Future Today
Push cart technology hits a new
level with the Bag Boy Nitron. This
cart opens and closes automatically with a pair of
nitrogen-powered pistons, eliminating the hassle of
traditional carts. This groundbreaking technology
paired with a compact size for storage makes this
the ultimate trolley. Available in 8 colors.
$229.95

Look Good
in Stripes
The Ultimate365
polo from Adidas leads
the pack in comfort and
breathability. A regular fit
shirt, the Ultimate365
is wider in the body
and has a straight
silhouette. Made of
88 percent recycled
polyester and 12
percent elastane to
save resources and
decrease emissions.
The moisturewicking fabric is
also UPF 50+
UV protected.
$65
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Odyssey
Goes for
Tempo
Odyssey is going in a new
direction with its 2019 Stroke
Lab putter collection. Where
most putters tackle alignment,
these putters shoot for helping
your tempo. The Stroke Lab
features a multi-material shaft 40
grams lighter than a traditional
putter shaft. The weight
distribution produces consistency
through the entire stroke.
$249.99

Pound It With
a Ping
Ping
continues
a great
legacy
of drivers
with the
new
G410.
Available
in Plus
and sft
(Straight Flight)
models, the G410
is all about advancing
custom fit options while increasing
forgiveness and ball speed. Moveable-weight
technology allows for the desired ball flight
while Trajectory Tuning 2.0 expands loft and
lie options.
$499.99

Srixon Aims High
Srixon has been producing some of the
prettiest irons in recent years, and the new
Z Forged are no exception. Definitely a set
of irons for the purist and the more skilled
player, these muscle-back blades have
a classic shape and can be worked all
around the course. The newly redesigned
Tour V.T. Sole provides consistent ball
striking and precision shots. Available from
4-iron through pitching wedge.
$999.99
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